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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, some solution relationships between nonsmooth vector optimization problems and generalized vector 

variational-like inequalities are established under pseudoinvexity or invariant pseudomonotonicity. A perturbed 

generalized weak Stampacchia vector variational-like inequality problem and its relation with generalized weak 

Minty vector variational-like inequality problem are also presented. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 
The concept of vector variational inequality(in short, VVI) was first introduced and studied by Giannessi[1] in 

finite-dimensional spaces. Since then, VVIs have received much attention by many authors due to its potential 

application in vector optimization problem(in short, VOP), vector traffic equilibrium problem, economics and 

management science. A large number of results have appeared in the literature. For the details, we can refer to [1-

9,17,18,20] and the references therein. 

In recent years, VVIs have been used as a tool for studying VOPs(see[3-7,9,17] and the references therein). In 1998, 

Giannessi[2] first used, so called, Minty type vector variational inequality(in short, MVVI) to establish the necessary 

and sufficient conditions for a point to be an efficient solution of a VOP for differentiable and convex function. 

Since then, several researchers have studied VOP by using different kinds of MVVI under different assumptions. 

Yang et al. [3] generalized the results of [2] to pseudoconvexity or pseudomononicity. On the other hand, the VVI 

has been extended to the vector variational-like inequality(in short, VVLI). Recently, Ruiz-Garzon et al.[4] obtained 

some relations between Stampacchia VVLI and the VOP. Yang and Yang[5] gave some relations between a solution 

of a Minty VVLI and an efficient solution or a weakly efficient solution to the VOP under the assumptions of 

pseudoinvexity or invariant pseudomonotonicity. Al-Homidan and Ansari[6] studied the relationship between the 

generalized Minty VVLI, generalized Stampacchia VVLI and VOPs involving nonsmooth invex functions. They 

also considered the generalized weak Minty VVLI and the generalized weak Stampacchia VVLI and obtained some 

relations between the solution of these problems and a weakly efficient solution of the nondifferentiable VOP. 

Very recently, Ansari et al.[7] considered generalized Minty VVLIPs, generalized Stampacchia VVLIPs and 

nonsmooth VOPs under nonsmooth pseudoinvexity assumption. They also considered the weak formilations of 

generalized Minty VVLIPs and generalized Stampacchia VVLIPs in a very general setting and established the 

existence for their solutions. Long et al.[8] established a relation between a solution of the generalized VVLI and the 

nonsmooth VOP under the assumptions of pseudoinvexity or invariant pseudomonotonixity. Motivated by the work 

reported in [3-9], the purpose of this article is to discuss solution relationships among generalized Minty VVLIPs, 

generalized Stampacchia VVLIPs and nonsmooth VOPs under pseudoinvexity or invariant pseudomonotonicity 

assumption. Furthermore, the relations among the weak formulations of generalized Minty VVLIPs, generalized 

Stampacchia VVLIPs and nonsmooth VOP are established. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect.2, we recall some basic definitions and preliminary results. In 

Sect.3, we first introduce four classes of generalized VVLIPs and investigate some relations between a solution of 

the generalized Minty or Stampacchia VVLI and an efficient solution of the nonsmooth VOP under the assumptions 

of pseudoinvexity or invariant pseudomonotonicity and the weak version of these results are presented in Sect.4. In 

Sect.5, the relation between the perturbed form of generalized weak Stampacchia VVLIP and generalized weak 

Minty VVLIP are obtained. In Sect.6, solutions for the generalized weak VOP are provided. 
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2.  PRELIMINARIES 

In this section, we recall some definitions and some results needed in the following sections. Throughout this article, 

unless otherwise specified, we assume that K  is a nonempty subset of 
nR  and 

nRKK :
 is a given 

mapping, 
},{1,2,= pJ 

. The interior of K  is denoted by int K . 

Let 

p

p RKffff  :),,,(= 21  be a vector-valued mapping. In this article, we consider the following vector 

optimization problem:  

 
...))(,),(),((=)()( 21 KxtsxfxfxfxfMinimizeVOP p 
 

 

Definition 2.1   A point Kx  is said to be an efficient solution(respectively, a weakly efficient solution) of VOP 

if  

.{0},\))()(,),()(),()((=)()( 2211 KyallforRxfyfxfyfxfyfxfyf p

pp    

 (respectively, 
p

pp intRxfyfxfyfxfyfxfyf  ))()(,),()(),()((=)()( 2211  for all Ky ), 

where 
pR  is the nonnegative orthant of 

pR  and 0  is the zero vector of 
pR . 

 

Definition 2.2[10]   Let RKf :  be locally Lipschitz at a given point Kx . The Clarke's generalized 

directional derivative of f  at Kx  in the direction of a vector Kv , denoted by );(0 vxf , is defined by  

 .
)()(

suplim=);(
0

0

t

yftvyf
vxf

txy





 

 

 

Definition 2.3[10]   Let RKf :  be locally Lipschitz at a given point Kx . The Clarke's generalized 

subdifferential of f  at Kx , denoted by )(xf , is defined by  

 },,);(|{=)( 0 nn RvallforvvxfRxf    

 where ,  denotes the scalar product in 
nR . 

The definition of Clarke's generalized derivative can be extended to a locally Lipschitz vector-valued function 
nRKf : . In fact the Clarke's generalized derivative of f  at x  in direction v  is 

);();();(=);( 00

2

0

1

0 vxfvxfvxfvxf n , where nifi ,1,2,=,   is the components of f . The Clarke's 

generalized subdifferential of f  at Kx  is the set )()()(=)( 21 xfxfxfxf n . 

 

Definition 2.4[11]   The set K  is said to be invex with respect to   iff, for any Kyx ,  and [0,1] , we have  

 .),( Kyxy   

 

 

Remark 2.1   If yxyx =),(  for any Kyx , , then Definition 2.4 reduces to the convexity of the set K . 

 

Definition 2.5[4]   The vector-valued function 
nRKK :  is said to be skew iff, for any Kyx , ,  

 0.=),(),( xyyx    

 

Definition 2.6   Let K  be invex with respect to   and RKf : . f  is said to be 

(i)prequasiinvex [12] with respect to   on K  iff, for any Kyx ,  and [0,1] ,  

 )};(),({)),(( yfxfmaxyxyf   

 

(ii)semi-strictly prequasiinvex [13] with respect to   on K  iff, for any Kyx ,  and (0,1)  with 
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)()( yfxf  ,  

 )}.(),({<)),(( yfxfmaxyxyf   

 

Definition 2.7[14]   Let K  be invex with respect to   and RKf :  be locally Lipschitz on K . f  is said to 

be 

(i)pseudoinvex with respect to   on K  iff, for any Kyx ,  and any )(yf ,  

 );()(0),(, yfxfyx    

 

(ii)quasiinvex with respect to   on K  iff, for any Kyx ,  and )(yf ,  

 0.),(,)()(  yxyfxf   

 

Definition 2.8[14]   Let K  be invex with respect to   and RKf :  be locally Lipscistz on K . f  is said to 

be invariant pseudomonotone with respect to   on K  iff, for any Kyx ,  and any )(),( yfxf   ,  

 0.),(,0),(,  yxxy   

 

Mohan and Neogy[12] introduced Condition C defined as follows. 

 

Condition C.   Let 
nRK   be an invex set with respect to 

nRKK : . Then,   is said to satisfy 

Condition C iff,for any Kyx ,  and [0,1] ,  

 ),,(=)),(,( yxyxyy    

 ).,()(1=)),(,( yxyxyx    

 

Remark 2.2   (i)The function   in example 2.1 [15] satisfies Condition C but is not a skew function. The example 

of the mapping   which is a skew function but does not satisfy Condition C is given in [8]. 

(ii)Yang et al.[19] have shown that if 
nRKK :  satisfies Condition C,then 

),(=)),,(( yxyyxy   . 

Gang and Liu [16] considered the following Condition 
*C . 

 

Condition C
*

   Let 
nRK   be an invex set with respect to 

nRKK : . We say that the mapping 

nRKK :  satisfies the Condition C
*

 iff, for any Kyx ,  and for all [0,1]   

 ),,()(=)),(,( yxyxyy    

 and  

 ),,()(=)),(,( yxyxyx    

 where 0>)(0,>)(   for all (0,1) . 

 

Remark 2.3   We note that if   satisfies the Condition C, then it satisfies the Condition C
*

. However, the example 

in[16] shows that the converse is not true in general. 

 

Condition A[13]   Let K  be invex with respect to  , and let RKf : . f  is said to satisfy Condition A iff, 

for any Kyx , ,  

 ).()),(( xfyxyf   

 

The following lemmas will be used in the sequel. 

 

Lemma 2.1[9]   Let K  be invex with respect to  . Let RKf :  be locally Lipschitz on K . If f  is 
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pseudoinvex with respect to   on K , then f  is semi-strictly prequasiinvex with respect to the same   on K . 

 

Lemma 2.2[5]   Let K  be invex with respect to   such that   satisfies Condition C. If RKf :  is lower 

semicontinuous and semi-strictly prequasiinvex with respect to   on K , then f  is prequasiinvex with respect to 

the same   on K . 

 

Lemma 2.3[9]   Let K  be invex with respect to   such that   satisfies Condition C, and RKf :  be locally 

Lipschitz on K . 

(i)If f  is quasiinvex with respect to   on K , then f  is prequasiinvex with respect to   on K . 

(ii)Conversely, if f  is prequasiinvex with respect to   on K  and   is continuous with respect to the second 

argument, then f  is quasiinvex with respect to the same   on K . 

 

Remark 2.4   When RKf :  is pseudoinvex with respect to  , then by Lemma 2.1, f  is semi-strictly 

prequasiinvex with respect to the same  , and hence, Lemma 2.2 implies that f  is prequasiinvex with respect to 

  if it is lower semicontinuous. 

 

Lemma 2.5[8]   Let K  be invex with respect to   such that   satisfies Condition C and is continuous with respect 

to the second argument, and let RKf :  be locally Lipschitz on K . If f  is pseudoinvex with respect to   on 

K , then f  is invariant pseudomonotone with respect to the same   on K . 

 

Theorem 2.1(Lebourg Mean Value Theorem)[10]   Let x  and y  be points in 
nRK   and suppose that 

RKf :  is locally Lipschitz on an open set containing the line segment ],[ yx . Then there exists a point 

),( yxu  such that  

 ,),()()(  yxufyfxf  

 where ),( yx  denotes the line segment joining x  and y  excluding the end points x  and y . 

 

3.  GENERALIZED VVLIs 

Let K  be a nonempty subset of 
nR  and let 

nRKK :  be a given mapping. Let 

n

p RKffff  :),,,(= 21  be a vector-valued mapping. In this section, we consider the following four types 

of generalized VVLI problems: 

(I)type 1 generalized Minty vector variational-like inequality problem(GMVVLIP) 1 :find Kx  such that, for any 

Ky  and any piyfii ,1,2,=),(  ,  

 {0}.\)),(,,,),(,( 1

p

p Rxyxy    

 

(II)type 2 generalized Minty vector variational-like inequality problem(GMVVLIP) 2 :find Kx  such that, for any 

Ky  and any piyfii ,1,2,=),(  ,  

 {0}.\)),(,,,),(,( 1

p

p Ryxyx    

 

(III)type 1 generalized Stampacchia vector variational-like inequality problem(GSVVLIP) 1 :find Kx  such that, 

for any Ky , there exists pixf ii ,1,2,=),(  ,  

 {0}.\)),(,,,),(,( 1

p

p Rxyxy    

 

(IV)type 2 generalized Stampacchia vector variational-like inequality problem(GSVVLIP) 2 :find Kx  such that, 
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for any Ky , there exists piyfii ,1,2,=),(  ,  

 {0}.\)),(,,,),(,( 1

p

p Rxyxy    

 

It is obviously that every solution of (GMVVLIP) 1 , ia a solution of (GSVVLIP) 2 . 

It is worth noting that (GMVVLIP) 1  and (GSVVLIP) 1  are introduced and studied by Al-Homidan and Ansari[6] 

under the condition that each if  is invex and the skewness of  . Long et al.[8] generalized and improved the 

conclusion of Al-Homidan and Ansari[6] since the invexity of if  has been weakened by pseudoinvexity of if  and 

the condition   is skew has been removed. Ansari et al.[7] established that every efficient solution of (VOP) is a 

solution of (GMVVLIP) 1  for pseudoinvex functions while it is proved in [6] for invex funtions with some extra 

conditions. 

Now, we investigate the relation between a solution of generalized vector variational-like inequalities and an 

efficient solution to the nonsmooth VOP under suitable conditions. 

 

Theorem 3.1   Let 
nRK   be a nonempty invex set with respect to 

nRKK :  such that   is continuous 

with respect to the second argument and satisfies Condition C. For each Ji , let if  be locally Lipschitz 

pseudoinvex function with respect to the same   on K . 

(a)If Kx 0  is a solution of (GMVVLIP) 1 , then it is an efficient solution of (VOP). 

(b)If Kx 0  is an efficient solution of (VOP), then it is a solution of (GMVVLIP) 2 . In addition, if   is skew, 

then 0x  is a solution of (GSVVLIP) 2 . 

 

Proof.   (a) Let Kx 0  be a solution of (GMVVLIP) 1 . Suppose by contradiction that 0x  is not an efficient 

solution of VOP. Then there exists Ky  such that  

 {0}.\))()(,),()((=)()( 01010

p

pp Ryfxfyfxfyfxf   (1) 

 Let ),(=)( 00 xyxy   , for any [0,1] . Since K  is invex, Ky )(  for any [0,1] . 

Since each if  is pseudoinvex with respect to   on K , it follows from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.4 

that each if  is both prequasiinvex and semi-strictly prequasiinvex with to the same  . Then by using 

prequasiinvexity, semi-strictly prequasiinvexity and (3.1), we have  

 (0,1){0},\))(()( 0    anyforRyfxf p
 

 that is  

 (0,1){0},\))(((0))(    anyforRyfyf p
 (2) 

 

By Mean Valve Theorem 2.1, there exists (0,1)i  and ))(( iii yf    such that  

 ,),(,=))(((0))( 0  xyyfyf iii   

 for all Ji . 

By using (3.2), we obtain  

 0,),(, 0  xyi   (3) 

 for all Ji , and one of which becomes strict inequality. 

From Condition C, we have  

 ),,(=)),,((=)),(( 00000 xyxxyxxy iii    

 for all Ji , which together with (3.3) yields  

 0,)),((, 0  xy ii   (4) 
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 for all Ji , where strict inequality holds for some Ji . Without loss of generality, we can assume that the 

strict inequality holds for 2=i . 

Suppose p ,,, 21   that are all equal. Then, it follows from (3.4) that  

 {0},\))),((,,,)),((,( 0011

p

pp Rxyxy    

 which contradicts the fact that 0x  is a solution of (GMVVLIP) 1 . 

Consider the case when p ,,, 21   are all not equal. Let 21   . From Condition C, we have  

 ),),((=)),((=))(),(( 02

2

21
01

1

21
21 xyxyyy 












 (5) 

 ).),((=)),((=))(),(( 02

2

12
01

1

12
12 xyxyyy 












 (6) 

 

If 21 >  , then from (3.5) and (3.6), we know that there exists ))(( 111  yf  such that  

 0.))(),((, 121   yy  

 since if  is invariant pseudomonotone for each Ji  according to Lemma 2.5, we know that for all 

))(( 211  yf ,  

 0.))(),((, 211   yy  

 The fact together with (3.5) yields  

 )).((0,)),((, 211021  yfallforxy   

 

If 21 <  , then from (3.4) and (3.5), we know that there exists ))(( 222  yf  such that  

 0.>))()),((, 212   yy  (7) 

 

By the invariant pseudomonotone of 2f  and (3.7), we know that for all ))(( 122  yf ,  

 0.<))(),((, 122   yy  

 It follows from (3.7) that for all ))(( 122  yf ,  

 0.<)),((, 012  xy   

 Therefore, for the case 21   , let },{= 21  min . There exists ))((  yfii   such that  

 1,2,=0,)),((, 0 ixyi    

 where strict inequality holds for 2=i . 

By continuing this process, we can find (0,1)*   and ))(( **  yfii   such that },,,{= 21

*

pmin    

and pixyi ,1,2,=0,)),((, 0

**   , where strict inequality holds for some Ji . This contradicts the fact 

that 0x  is a solution to the (GMVVLIP) 1 . This completes the proof. 

(b) With some modifications in the proof of Theorem 6 of [7] and Theorem 3.2 of [8], one can obtain the results. 

Hence the proof is omitted. 

 

Remark 3.1   (i)Theorem 3.1 generalized and improved Theorem 3.1 of Al-Homidan and Ansari [6] since the 

invexity of if  has been weakened by pseudoinvexity of if  and the condition )( Jifi   satisfies Condition A has 

been removed from Al-Homidan and Ansari [6] and Long et al.[8]. 

(ii)In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we used simple mean value theorem for Clarke's generalized subdifferentials which 

is different from the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [6] and Theorem 3.1 in [8]. 

(iii)The condition that   is skew in Ansari et al.[7] has been cancelled the proof of part (a). 

(iv)It is clear that Theorem 3.1 also generalized and extended Proposition 1 of Giannessi [18], Theorem 2.1 of Lee 
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[17], Theorem 3.1 of Yang et al.[3], Theorem 3.1(i) of Yang and Yang [5]. 

 

Theorem 3.2   Let K  be a nonempty invex set with respect to  . For each Ji , let if  be invariant 

pseudomonotone with respect to   on K . 

(a)If   is skew, then Kx 0  is a solution of (GSVVLIP) 1  implies that 0x  is a solution of (GMVVLIP) 1 . 

(b)If Kx 0  is a solution of (GSVVLIP) 1 , then 0x  is a solution to the (GMVVLIP) 2 . 

 

Proof.   (a) Let 0x  be a solution of (GSVVLIP) 1 . Suppose to the contrary that 0x  is not a solution of 

(GMVVLIP) 1 . Then, there exist )(, yfKy ii    such that  

 {0}.\)),(,,,),(,( 001

p

p Rxyxy    

 Since   is skew, we have piyxi ,1,2,=0,),(, 0   , where strict inequality holds for some Ji 0 . By 

the invariant pseudomonotonicity of each pifi ,1,2,=,  ,  

 )(,,1,2,=0,),(, 00 xfpixy iii    

 where strict inequality holds for the above mentioned Ji 0 . It follows that  

 {0}.\)),(,,,),(,( 001

p

p Rxyxy    

 This contradiction leads to the results. 

(b) The fact that 0x  is a solution to the (GMVVLIP) 2  is the conclusion of Theorem 3.3 of [8],so we omit it. 

 

Remark 3.2   Theorem 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, generalized and extended Theorem 3.1(ii) and Theorem 3.3 of 

Yang and Yang [5] from smooth case to the nonsmooth case. 

 

4.  GENERALIZED WEAK VVLIs 

 Let K  be a nonempty subset of 
nR  and let 

nRKK :  be a given mapping. Let 

p

p RKffff  :),,,(= 21  be a vector-valued mapping. In the section, we consider the following four types 

of generalized weak VVLI problems: 

(I)type 1 generalized weak Minty vector variational-like inequality problem(GWMVVLIP) 1 :find Kx  such that, 

for any Ky  and any piyfii ,1,2,=),(  ,  

 .)),(,,,),(,( 1

p

p intRxyxy    

(II)type 2 generalized weak Minty vector variational-like inequality problem(GWMVVLIP) 2 :find Kx  such 

that, for any Ky  and any pixfii ,1,2,=),(  ,  

 .)),(,,,),(,( 1

p

p intRyxyx    

(III)type 1 generalized weak Stampacchia vector variational-like inequality problem(GWSVVLIP) 1 :find Kx  

such that, for any Ky , there exists pixfii ,1,2,=),(  ,  

 .)),(,,,),(,( 1

p

p intRxyxy    

(IV)type 2 generalized weak Stampacchia vector variational-like inequality problem(GWSVVLIP) 2 :find Kx  

such that, for any Ky , there exists piyfii ,1,2,=),(  ,  

 .)),(,,,),(,( 1

p

p intRyxyx    

It is worth noting that (GWMVVLIP) 1  and (GWSVVLIP) 1  are introduced and studied by Al-Homidan and 

Ansari[6]. Now, we present some results which show the relationship among the solutions of these four types of 

generalized weak VVLI problems and a weakly efficient solution of VOP. 
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Theorem 4.1   Let K  be a nonempty invex set with respect to  . For each Ji , let if  be locally Lipschitz, 

pseudoinvex function with respect to the same   on K . If Kx 0  is a solution of (GWSVVLIP) 1 , then 0x  is a 

weakly efficient solution to the VOP. 

Proof.   The assertion is clear from Long et al.[8]. 

 

Theorem 4.2   Let K  be a nonempty invex set with respect to   such that   is skew, continuous with respect to 

the second argument and satisfies Condition C. For each Ji , let if  be locally Lipschitz, pseudoinvex function 

with respect to the same   on K . If Kx 0  is a weakly efficient solution of VOP, then 0x  is a solution to the 

(GWMVVLIP) 1 . 

Proof.   Let Kx 0  be a weakly efficient solution of VOP. Suppose by contradiction that 0x  is not a solution of 

(GWMVVLIP) 1 . Then, there exist Ky  and )(yfii   such that  

 .)),(,,,),(,( 001

p

p intRxyxy    

 Since   is skew, we have piyxi ,1,2,=0,>),(, 0   . By the pseudoinvexity of Jifi ,  and lemmas 2.1-

2.3, if  is quasiinvex. It follows that  

 .,1,2,=),(>)( 0 piyfxf ii   

 Therefore  

 ,)()(,)),()(( 0011

p

pp intRxfyfxfyf   

 which contradicts that 0x  is a weakly efficient solution of VOP. This completes the proof. 

Theorem 4.3   Let K  be a nonempty invex set with respect to   such that   is skew. For each Ji , let if  be 

invariant pseudomonotone with respect to   on K . 

(a)If Kx 0  is a solution of (GWSVVLIP) 1 , then 0x  is a solution to the (GWMVVLIP) 1 . 

(b)If Kx 0  is a solution of (GWSVVLIP) 2 , then 0x  is a solution to the (GWMVVLIP) 2 . 

Proof.   (a) Let Kx 0  be a solution of (GWSVVLIP) 1 . If 0x  is not a solution of (GWMVVLIP) 1 , then there 

exist piyfKy ii ,1,2,=),(,    such that  

 .)),(,,,),(,( 001

p

p intRxyxy    

 It follows that pixyi ,1,2,=0,<),(, 0   . Since   is a skew function, we obtain 

piyxi ,1,2,=0,>),(, 0   . By the invariant pseudomonotonicity of pifi ,1,2,=,  ,  

 ),(0,<),(, 00 xfallforxy iii    

 which contradicts the fact that 0x  is a solution of (GWSVVLIP) 1 . This completes the proof. 

(b) By using the proof techniques of part (a), one can obtain the results. Hence the proof is omitted. 

 

Remark 4.1   (i)Theorem 4.3 includes Theorem 4.1 of Long et al.[8] as a special case. 

(ii)Theorem 4.1-4.3, respectively, generalized and improved Propositions 4.1,4.3 and 4.4 of Al-Homidan and 

Ansari[6] since invexity of if  has been weakend by pseudoinvexity of if  or invariant pseudomonotonixity of if . 

(iii)Theorem 4.1 and 4.3, respectively, generalized and extended Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 of Yang and Yang [5] from 

smooth case to nonsmooth case. 

 

5 . THE PERTURBED FORM OF GENERALIZED WEAK STAMPACCHIA VVLI PROBLEM 

In this section, let 
p

p RKffff  :),,,(= 21  be a locally Lipschitz function and }:)({ KxxC   be a 

family of convex and pointed cones of 
pR  such that KxRxC p   {0},\)( , with )(xintC . 

Now we consider the following two types of generalized VVLIs. 
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(I)the perturbed form of generalized weak Stampacchia vector variational-like inequality problem 

(PGWSVVLIP):Find Ky  for which there exists (0,1)0 t  such that  

 ].(0,),(),()),,(( 0ttanyandKxanyforyintCyxyxtyf    

 

(II)generalized weak Minty vector variational-like inequality problem (GWMVVLIP): Find Ky  such that  

 .),(),(),( KxyintCyxxf    

 

The following result provides the relationship between a solution of (PGWSVVLIP) and (GWMVVLIP). 

 

Theorem 5.1   Let K  be an invex set with respect to 
nRKK :  such that   is skew and satisfies 

Condition C
*

. If Ky 0  is a solution of (GWMVVLIP), then 0y  is a solution of (PGWSVVLIP). Conversely, if 

f , the Clarke's generalized subdifferential of f , is C-strictly quasimonotone with respect to   on K , that is,  

 ),(),(),()(),(),( yintCyxyfyintCxyxf    

 for any Kyx , . Then, Ky 0  is a solution of (PGWSVVLIP) implies that it is a solution of (GWMVVLIP). 

Proof.   Let Ky 0  be a solution of (GWMVVLIP). The invexity of K  with respect to   implies 

Kyxtytx  ),(=)( 00  , for any Kx , (0,1)],(0, 00  ttt . It follows that  

 ].(0,),()),,(()),,(( 0000000 ttyintCyyxtyyxtyf    

 Since   is skew, we have  

 ),(),(,()),,(( 000000 yintCyxtyyyxtyf    (1) 

 for any Kx  and any ](0, 0tt . By Condition C
*

, we have  

 ),,()(=)),(,( 0000 yxtyxtyy    

 where 0>)(t , for all (0,1)t . It follows from (5.1) that  

 ),(),()),,(( 0000 yintCyxyxtyf    

 for any Kx  and any ](0, 0tt . Thus, Ky 0  is a solution of (PGWSVVLIP). 

Conversely, let Ky 0  be a solution of (PGWSVVLIP). Then there exists (0,1)0 t  such that  

 ,),()),,(( 000 intCyxyxtyf    (2) 

 for any Kx  and any ](0, 0tt . By the Condition C
*

, we have  

 ),,()(=)),(,( 000 yxtyxtyx    (3) 

 where 0>)(t , for any (0,1)t . It follows from (5.2) that  

 ,)),(,()),,(( 0000 intCyxtyxyxtyf    

 for any Kx  and any ](0, 0tt . By C-strictly quasimonotonicity of f , we have  

 .)),,((),( 00 intCxyxtyxf    

 By (5.3) and skewness of  , we obtain  

 .),(),( 0 intCyxxf    

 Hence, Ky 0  is a solution of (GWMVVLIP). 

Remark 5.1   Theorem 5.1 implies Theorem 4.4 of [9] since the Condition C has been weakened by Condition C
*

 

and the proof techniques are different from [9]. 

 

6.  SOLUTION FOR THE GENERALIZED WEAK VOP 

In this section, let K  be a convex subset of a Banach space X , ))(,),(),((=)(,: 21 xfxfxfxfRKf n

n   
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for Kx , and }:)({ KxxC   be a family of closed, convex and point cones of 
nR  such that 

KxxCRn  ),( . 

A point Ky  is called a solution for the generalzied weak VOP of f  iff  

 .),()()( KxyintCxfyf   

 

Theorem 6.1   Let 
nRKf :  be a pseudoinvex function with respect to   on K . Consider the following 

problems: 

(p1)There exists Ky 0  such that KxyintCyxyf  ),(),(),( 000  . 

(p2) Ky 0  is a solution for the generalized weak VOP. 

(p3)There exists Ky 0  such that KxyintCyxxf  ),(),(),( 00 . 

Then, (p1) (p2). If   is skew, (p2) (p3). If the pseudoinvexity of f  is replaced by invexity and   is both 

affine in the first argument and 0=),( xx , then (p3) (p1). 

Proof.   (p1) (p2). Suppose that 0y  is not a solution for the generalized weak VOP. Then there exists Kx  

such that  

 ).()()( 00 yintCxfyf   

 On the other hand, by the pseudoinvexity of f , we have )(,,1,2,=0,<),(, 00 yfniyx iii   . 

Therefore,  

 ),()),(,,,),(,( 0001 yintCintRyxyx n

n    

 Hence, )(),(),( 000 yintCyxyf   , which contradicts with (p1). 

(p2) (p3). Suppose that (p3) is not true, Then, for each Ky , there exists Kx 0  such that  

 ).(),(),( 00 yintCyxxf    

 Since   is skew, we have  

 ).(),(),( 00 yintCxyxf    

 That is, for any )(,,1,2,= 0xfni ii   , we have )(),(, 0 yintCxyi   . By the pseudoinvexity of 

nifi ,1,2,=,  , we have obtain )()()( 0 yintCxfyf  , which contradicts with (p2). 

(p3) (p1). The proof follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [20]. 

 

Remark 6.1   (i)We obtained the half part of Theorem 6.1 under the assumption of pseudoinvex functions while it is 

proved in [20] for invex functions. 

(ii)All the results of this paper can be extended to Banach space setting. However, for the sake of simplicity, we 

consider finite dimensional space 
nR . 
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